Integrating "Evo" and "Devo": The Limb as Model Structure.
Reconciling the origins of morphological diversity with the deep homology of underlying mechanisms is a question fundamental to the goals of evolutionary developmental biology ("evo-devo" or EDB). In this paper I argue that differing research agendas in evolutionary and developmental biology have hindered how we address this question, but that the limb provides ideal "common ground" for their fuller integration. To support this idea, I review two previous analyses of limb variation in mammal, bird, and reptile taxa that offer complementary approaches to explaining diversity. Specifically, I present evidence suggesting that: (1) a shared genetic architecture affects the pattern of between limb developmental integration, while their functional dissociation is linked to both increased phenotypic evolvability and diversity of interlimb proportions, and (2) within limb proportional diversity is biased such that proximal and distal segments function as tradeoffs while the middle segment is more conservative, a signal that is both evident from early in morphogenesis and suggestive of an "inhibitory cascade" model of limb proximo-distal axis development. In the first case, shared genetic mechanisms predict both observed developmental integration between limbs and patterns of clade-specific diversity. In the second case, underappreciated patterns of phenotypic diversity suggest novel insights into the underlying developmental mechanisms by which variation is generated. These studies show how insights from both evolutionary and developmental biology of the limb may be used to generate novel testable hypotheses into the origins of diversity that are broadly applicable to the integration of EDB.